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SUMMARY 
 
 

This Final Year Project contains a historical study, school construction and energy Jesús María, 
located in the city of Barcelona in the Sant Andreu district, Avenida Meridiana, numbers 396-400. This 
study focuses, in particular, in the energy section, taking advantage of the current trend of making 
buildings more efficient buildings in the consumption of resources. 

 
The study center has 36 years old and has always been used for teaching within. Throughout this 

period, we have implemented a series of reforms for maintenance, internal redistribution, or 
replacements for equipment modernization of teaching. 

 
In recent years, the energy efficiency of buildings has been driven by certain regulatory changes. 

Examples of this are the energy Qualification, the Technical Building Code and Regulate Building 
Heating Installations reformulated late last year, in addition to Eco-Efficiency Act. Furthermore, it has 
added the recently approved Royal Decree 233/2013, of April 5, by regulating the State Plan to 
promote rental housing of building rehabilitation and regeneration and urban renewal. 

 
In the context of the current economic crisis and under the continuous price increases energy 

suppliers, the project focuses on the possibilities of improving building energy in question. To this end, 
a program of proposals that, while initially assume an initial investment, turning ends beneficial to 
make the building generates a lower demand for energy resources. 

 
According to a study by the Generalitat de Catalunya, community schools represent 20% of energy 

consumption in all buildings of the Public Administration. This indicates that they are a big focus in 
which to study the possibility of improvement. 

 
 The methodology that has been writing the work is the model of "Temes de Tecnologia i 

Sostenibilitat, Avaluació energética d’edificis" by Montserrat Bosch, Fabián López, Inmaculada 
Rodríguez and Ruíz Gadric. 

 
Studying the Jesus Maria, we realize that the building is not broken and that the comfort of the rooms 

inside is acceptable. This is because the walls have a façade not too high transmittances and 
management of the heating system is correct. This management, not only leverages the power of the 
system, but also the thermal inertia, turning off the heating hours before the end of classes taking 
advantage of the heat stays in the classroom. That said, in our project out proposals aimed at optimizing 
the energy demand of the center. Not only studies involving saving improvement measures, but also its 
performance, feasibility, amortization and difficulty of implementation. 

 
Finally we refer to the importance of activities as "buying efficient" work teams and / or study, as a 

good maintenance for the upkeep of the building and as good acoustics and lighting in the rooms of the 
center to try to increase, the maximum, the ability of users study. 

GLOSARY 
 
 
ABSORPTION: When infrared electromagnetic radiation reaches an object, it absorbs some of this 
energy. Infrared absorption means that the object is heated. Hot objects emit more infrared radiation than 
cool. Absorbed infrared radiation thus becomes infrared radiation emitted (radiated from the object). 
Therefore, the absorption corresponds to the emissivity. Infrared radiation incident on the object that is 
not absorbed is reflected and / or transmitted (through the object). 
 
SOUND ABSORPTION: Measure of ability to absorb sound which exhibits an object or person, 
expressed as the amount of m2 totally absorbing the equivalent. The unit is Calvin. 
 
SOUND PACKAGING: Surface treatment of an enclosure with absorbent materials, reflective or 
diffusers to enhance its acoustic characteristics and create a diffuse sound field. 
 
ACS: "Sanitary Hot Water". 
 
ACOUSTICS: 1. It is a branch of physics that studies sound in all its possible aspects: generation, 
radiation, propagation, confinement, etc.., As well as resources to improve the ability of an environment 
for music and / or word.  2. Joint qualities of an environment in relation to their ability to listen to music 
and / or word (eg, good or bad acoustics). 
VIBRATION Insulators: A flexible support (on which the equipment is mounted or hung) designed to 
reduce vibration transmitted to the support structure. They come with springs, rubber, visco-elastic 
sheets, etc.. 
 
ACOUSTIC INSULATION (Acoustical insulation): 1.Acción carrying out any plan divider between 
two rooms preventing a greater or lesser extent acoustic energy passing from one to another side (may 
include ultrasonic and subsonic waves inaudible). Two. Providing an element isolation is the difference 
between the incident energy and the transmitted power, ie equal to the sum of the reflected and absorbed. 
 
INSULATION: Thermal insulators are placed in ceilings, partitions and walls are the property of 
preventing the passage of heat in both directions, so the winter prevent heat escaping to the outside and 
warm in summer between housing . The insulating materials may be of plant origin (cork, wood fiber, 
etc.). Synthetic (polyurethane foam, polystyrene, phenolic foams, etc.).. Can be placed on the internal or 
external face of the walls, or even inside the same, if any air chamber and could be injected into it. 
 
CLIMATE CHANGE: greenhouse gases are: carbon dioxide (CO2), steam 
water (H2O), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), ozone (O3), perfluoromethane (CF4), 
perfluoroetamo (C2F6), hydrofluorocarbons (trade names: HFC-23, HFCS-134a, HFC-152a) and sulfur 
hexafluoride (SF6). As these gases have the ability to retain heat from the earth's surface, act as a giant 
greenhouse that maintains and regulates the temperature on Earth, allowing the presence of life on the 
planet. 
However, due to human activity, the concentration of these gases in the atmosphere has increased 
significantly, which causes an action exacerbated the greenhouse effect, increasing the average 
temperature of the planet and contributing to climate change. According to experts, the intensive use of 
fossil fuels - such as those using motor vehicles and burning and forest loss are two of the main sources 
of this problem. 
 
THERMAL coupling coefficient: Heat flow value divided by the temperature difference between two 
locations which are thermally connected by building being considered. Is measured in W / K. 
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AIR POLLUTION: Air pollution means the presence in the air of substances or energy forms 
involving risk, damage or serious nuisance to people and property of any kind, and that they may attack 
different materials, reduce visibility or produce unpleasant odors. The name of air pollution generally 
applies to changes that have negative effects on living organisms and the material elements, and not to 
other alterations harmless. The main mechanisms of air pollution are industrial processes that involve 
combustion, in industries such as automotive and heating systems, which generate carbon dioxide and 
carbon monoxide, oxides of nitrogen and sulfur, among other contaminants. Similarly, some industries 
emit harmful gases in their production processes, including chlorine and hydrocarbons have not made a 
complete combustion. Air pollution can be local, when the effects are felt bound to focus near the same, 
or planetary, when contaminant characteristics, affected the balance of the planet and outlying areas 
containing the emission sources. 
 
DECIBEL (dB): A unit used to express sound pressure level, and in general the relationship between 
two values of pressure, voltage, or power. 
 
ENERGY DEMAND: The energy needed to maintain the building's interior comfort conditions 
defined in the regulations in terms of use of the building and climate zone in which it is located. It 
consists of heating energy demand corresponding to the winter season and cooling demand, 
corresponding to the summer season. 
 
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT: Leveraging resources that meet current needs while protecting 
the environment without compromising the ability of future generations to meet theirs. 
 
BUILDING TERTIARY: Service sector or tertiary sector is the economic sector that encompasses all 
economic activities that do not produce material goods directly, but services offered to meet the needs 
of the population. Includes subsectors such as trade, transport, communications, finance, tourism, 
hospitality, leisure, culture, entertainment, government and so-called public services, or the state's own 
private (health, education, care for dependent), etc. . 
 
LIGHT EFFICIENCY: Relationship between the luminous flux emitted by a source and electrical 
power consumption. It is expressed in lumens / watt (lm / W). 
 
ENERGY EFFICIENCY: A set of programs and strategies to reduce energy use certain devices and 
systems without affecting the quality of services provided. 
 
EMISSIVITY (ε): A measure of the ability of a material to emit (spread) infrared radiation. The 
emissivity varies with the properties of the surface material and, in some subjects, as well as the 
temperature of the object. 
 
ACTIVE POWER: That which can be transformed into another form of energy, 
as thermal or mechanical. The unit of measurement used in the electricity bill is kilowatt-hour (kWh). 
 
POWER FACTOR: That which can not be transformed into another type of energy. This is necessary 
for the operation of electric motors and transformers. Is measured kilovolt-amperes reactive (kVAR). 
 
GREEN ENERGY: Energy that is produced from renewable resources. 
 

THERMAL ENVELOPE: It consists of the building envelope separating the inhabitable areas of the 
external environment and the interior partitions that separate the inhabitable areas of non livable in 
contact with the external environment. 
 
Shading factor: is the fraction of incident radiation in a hole that is not blocked by the presence of 
obstacles such as retranqueos facade, overhangs, awnings, or other lateral projections. 
 
SOLAR FACTOR: The ratio of the solar radiation in normal incidence into the building through the 
glazing and would be introduced if the glazing should be replaced by a hole perfectly transparent. 
 
SOLAR FACTOR MODIFIED: Product of solar factor shadow factor. 
 
INTERIOR SURFACE TEMPERATURE FACTOR (fRsi) surface temperature difference between 
inside and outside air temperature, calculated with an internal surface resistance RSI. 
 
FLUX: Magnitude measures the power of light radiation. 
Expressed in lumen (lm). 
 
FLUORESCENT (PIPES): The phenomenon of fluorescence is used to generate light. The principle is 
the activation of fluoride particles in a tube by ultraviolet radiation is produced by passing an electric 
current on mercury atoms at low pressure .. 
 
GREENHOUSE GASES: Gases that build up in the atmosphere to prevent the escape of infrared 
radiation reflected by the Earth and are responsible for climate change. The main ones are carbon dioxide 
(CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N20), the chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and water vapor. 
 
HALOGEN (LIGHT) halogen gases are: F, Cl, Br, I and At, being the most used for this type of lamps 
bromine and iodine. In halogen lamps, which are the type of filament, uses a halogen gas filling the bulb, 
this being quartz instead of glass (because they must withstand elevated temperature between 250 ° C 
and 350 ° C) . 
 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY (% RH): It is an indicator of the amount of water vapor contained in the air. 
The instrument used to measure is the hygrometer. The most appropriate range to maintain pleasant 
environmental conditions ranging from 40 to 60%. For example, in 33% RH air contains only about 1/3 
of the maximum volume of air that can absorb at the same temperature and the same pressure. A 
humidity exceeding 100% begins to form condensation because the air is fully saturated and can not 
absorb more moisture, water vapor in the gaseous state becomes liquid. The hotter the air, the greater the 
amount of water vapor that can absorb without becoming condensation. Therefore, condensation occurs 
first on the cold surfaces. 
 
ICAEN: "Catalan Energy Institute". Is the competent body for the registration and registration of 
certificates in Catalonia 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT: Change, temporal or spatial, in the environment caused by 
human activity. 
Incandescent (LIGHT): The filament is a process that generates light based on the principle of heat 
resistance of a conductive filament at the passage of electric current. The downside is that the large 
temperature reached in the thermal utilization bulb has not. Its advantage is that it has a very good color 
reproduction. 
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kWh: Symbol for kilo-watt-hour power unit in the International System of Units, equal to 3.6 million 
joules and expressing energy generator developed by a team of 1000 watts of power for one hour, or 
consuming equipment consumes the same power for the same time. 
 
MINERAL WOOL: fibrous material formed slag blown once bonded becomes an excellent absorbent 
material. 
 
ROOFLIGHTS: Any gap located in a cover or roof, therefore its inclination be less than 60 ° to the 
horizontal, ie "skylight". 
 
LUX (lx): The amount of light falling on a given surface (eg a desk), is measured in lux. This indicator 
is used to determine if the amount of light is adequate, and measured using a light meter. 
 
ABSORBENT MATERIAL: A material specially formulated to exhibit a high sound absorption 
coefficient. 
 
ACOUSTIC INSULATION MATERIAL: A material specially formulated to have high transmission 
loss. 
Calorific: Maximum value of heat that can be obtained by burning a fuel in ideal combustion 
(maximum performance). 
 
POWER: The ability of a device to service the unit time. 
 
Kyoto Protocol: The Kyoto Protocol is an international convention for the prevention of climate 
change, supported by the (UN) Convention within the United Nations Framework on Climate Change 
(UNFCCC), signed in 2002 by the European Union, which aims to industrialized countries to reduce 
their emissions to 8% below the 1990 volume, as they are developing have no restrictions, such as 
China, India, and Brazil, to name the more contaminants. The December 11, 1997, industrialized 
countries committed themselves in the city of Kyoto to implement a series of measures to reduce 
greenhouse gases. Signatory governments they agreed to reduce by 5.2% average emissions between 
2008 and 2012, with reference to 1990 levels. 
 
THERMAL BRIDGE: thermal bridges are considered parts of the building envelope that is evident in 
the variation of the uniformity of the construction, either by a change in thickness of the closure, the 
materials, construction elements for penetration with different conductivity and so on., which 
necessarily entails a reduction of the thermal resistance from the rest of the enclosures. Thermal bridges 
are sensitive parts of buildings where production increases the possibility of surface condensation in the 
situation or during cold winter. 
 
RECYCLING: resource recovery involves the collection and processing of a used product for use as 
raw material in the manufacture of the same or a similar product. The waste strategy of the European 
Union distinguish between reuse, which is the product recovery without any structural modification, 
recycling, which is the use of the material with some structural changes and recovery refers exclusively 
to the energy component. 
 
REVERB: Persistence of sound in a closed or semi-acoustic environment even after power interrupted 
due to the accumulation of sound energy due to reflections. 
 
SOUND LEVEL METER: An instrument that is used to measure the sound level, frequency weighted 
and time-weighted average standardized exponential. 

 
NOISE: 1. Any unwanted signal that interferes with the transmission, perception or interpretation of a 
useful signal.  2. Any sound or very complex continuous spectrum. Three. Any sound annoying. 
 
SPLIT OR PARTY SYSTEM: Air conditioning system with an external drive and internal drive. In the 
case that for an external drive has several multi-split internal calls, and in this case, each indoor unit can 
be controlled separately. 
 
TEP: "Tons of oil equivalent." It is the energy released by burning one ton of oil, which by definition of 
the International Energy Agency, equivalent to 107 Kcal. Converting to standard units TEP is based on 
the lower calorific fuels each considered. 
 
THERMAL TRANSMISSION: It is the heat flow in steady state divided by the area and the 
temperature difference of the media on either side of the element being considered. 
 
ABSORBENT GLASS: Those that are designed to absorb more heat from the sun's radiation 
 
REFLECTIVE GLASS: These reveal a film inside, usually composed of a metal, which reflects much 
of the solar spectrum. 
 
W: Symbol of Watt. It expresses the power unit in the International System of Units and equivalent-in 
the case of power-1 Ohm Ampere multiplied by the square. 
 
THERMAL ZONE: Corresponds to geographical divisions of the country, based on thermal 
requirements needed to heat a given enclosure. 
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INTRODUCCIÓN 
 

The economic development of the past century has been giving rise to increased energy demand. This 
economic development has been 
current rate of consumption, these fuels reserves may be depleted in the coming decades. Therefore it is 
essential the adaptation of new methods of energy optimization and in turn impl
renewable energy. This situation is also aggravated by the economic crisis of the moment, which must 
seek measures that make us save energy and money.
 
With the collaboration of the Department of Architectural Technology II, students and 
center, we proceed to make an assessment and proposal for improvement of existing buildings of the 
tertiary sector. This will give answers to possible deficiencies leaving the possibility of treating after 
diagnosis. 
 
Since the coordination of different Grade Final Projects
the same methodology in obtaining results for all parameters and working groups. Following the model 
of “Temes de Tecnologia i Sostenibilitat, Avaluació energética d’edific
Fabián López, Inmaculada Rodríguez and Ruíz Gadric.
 
An energy assessment is a study of the degree of efficiency of a facility. The objectives of this study are 
firstly to understand energy installation and, once this analysis, re
and economically quantifying them.
 
Following the scheme of the book mentioned, evaluation is carried consumption of the proposed 
building with the aim that this is as efficient and streamlined as possible.
 
The College Jesus Maria Sant Andreu is the building that was paid voluntarily as a collection of data 
for energy audit. An advantage to building understanding and dealing with the students and teachers 
have one of the designers was formed in the center until 2009. Keep in
classes from kindergarten through high school, so that the average age of students is relatively high, 
which will affect some proposals that can be recommended.
 

The methodology starts with the collection of data is one of the 
clear as far as always being measured and for what purpose it is done.
 
In this data collection will make an inventory of every living space identifying the number of fixtures, 
HVAC systems and other facilities for suc
distinguishes the work divided into 4 major phases, plus an earlier stage of diagnosis, to define the 
workplace: 
 

 

The economic development of the past century has been giving rise to increased energy demand. This 
economic development has been made possible by the use of fossil fuels for power generation. At the 
current rate of consumption, these fuels reserves may be depleted in the coming decades. Therefore it is 
essential the adaptation of new methods of energy optimization and in turn impl
renewable energy. This situation is also aggravated by the economic crisis of the moment, which must 
seek measures that make us save energy and money. 

With the collaboration of the Department of Architectural Technology II, students and 
center, we proceed to make an assessment and proposal for improvement of existing buildings of the 
tertiary sector. This will give answers to possible deficiencies leaving the possibility of treating after 

on of different Grade Final Projects of Building Engineering
the same methodology in obtaining results for all parameters and working groups. Following the model 
of “Temes de Tecnologia i Sostenibilitat, Avaluació energética d’edificis”  by Montserrat Bosch, 
Fabián López, Inmaculada Rodríguez and Ruíz Gadric. 

An energy assessment is a study of the degree of efficiency of a facility. The objectives of this study are 
firstly to understand energy installation and, once this analysis, recommend measures energy savings 
and economically quantifying them. 

Following the scheme of the book mentioned, evaluation is carried consumption of the proposed 
building with the aim that this is as efficient and streamlined as possible. 

s Maria Sant Andreu is the building that was paid voluntarily as a collection of data 
for energy audit. An advantage to building understanding and dealing with the students and teachers 
have one of the designers was formed in the center until 2009. Keep in mind that the school offers 
classes from kindergarten through high school, so that the average age of students is relatively high, 
which will affect some proposals that can be recommended. 

The methodology starts with the collection of data is one of the heaviest parts and has to do with the 
clear as far as always being measured and for what purpose it is done. 

In this data collection will make an inventory of every living space identifying the number of fixtures, 
HVAC systems and other facilities for successful evaluation. With the methodology discussed above, 
distinguishes the work divided into 4 major phases, plus an earlier stage of diagnosis, to define the 

The economic development of the past century has been giving rise to increased energy demand. This 
possible by the use of fossil fuels for power generation. At the 

current rate of consumption, these fuels reserves may be depleted in the coming decades. Therefore it is 
essential the adaptation of new methods of energy optimization and in turn implement the use of 
renewable energy. This situation is also aggravated by the economic crisis of the moment, which must 

With the collaboration of the Department of Architectural Technology II, students and offered for study 
center, we proceed to make an assessment and proposal for improvement of existing buildings of the 
tertiary sector. This will give answers to possible deficiencies leaving the possibility of treating after 

Engineering, we propose the use of 
the same methodology in obtaining results for all parameters and working groups. Following the model 

is”  by Montserrat Bosch, 

An energy assessment is a study of the degree of efficiency of a facility. The objectives of this study are 
commend measures energy savings 

Following the scheme of the book mentioned, evaluation is carried consumption of the proposed 

s Maria Sant Andreu is the building that was paid voluntarily as a collection of data 
for energy audit. An advantage to building understanding and dealing with the students and teachers 

mind that the school offers 
classes from kindergarten through high school, so that the average age of students is relatively high, 

heaviest parts and has to do with the 

In this data collection will make an inventory of every living space identifying the number of fixtures, 
cessful evaluation. With the methodology discussed above, 

distinguishes the work divided into 4 major phases, plus an earlier stage of diagnosis, to define the 

 
The objective of data collection (Phase 1) is to understand how our building, un
consumption generated.
 
Once the data collection, we proceed to the evaluation (Phase 2). Energy demand is analyzed, systems 
and appliances that consume energy and represent this demand, conditions and routines uses and the 
efficiency of its use.
 
In the evaluation of the thermal demand set the transmittance of building envelope from the help of the 
software of Energy Demand Limiting (LIDER) in checking the general method described tertiary 
buildings in the CTE DB
emissions generated. This is achieved with the software provides a certification CALENER energy. For 
the analysis of the lighting system the DIALUX be used to verify compliance with the values 
efficient lighting described in the CTE DB
 
After evaluation of the results obtained by computer software and technical criteria are suggested 
acquired as a series of proposals for intervention from diagnosis obtained and following lines of acti
develops a suggestions box in order to reach an optimal state of energy use and subsequently, if desired, 
can be run partially or entirely within budget.
 
On the last point of the study, the procedure to create a maintenance plan according to the st
building, which will be evident its condition and will be searchable in the future. 
use the software DicPla.

FASE 0

• Pre-

diagnosis

The objective of data collection (Phase 1) is to understand how our building, un
consumption generated. 

Once the data collection, we proceed to the evaluation (Phase 2). Energy demand is analyzed, systems 
and appliances that consume energy and represent this demand, conditions and routines uses and the 

cy of its use. 

In the evaluation of the thermal demand set the transmittance of building envelope from the help of the 
software of Energy Demand Limiting (LIDER) in checking the general method described tertiary 
buildings in the CTE DB-HE 1. Similarly, a score is made of energy consumption associated with CO2 
emissions generated. This is achieved with the software provides a certification CALENER energy. For 
the analysis of the lighting system the DIALUX be used to verify compliance with the values 
efficient lighting described in the CTE DB-HE 3. 

After evaluation of the results obtained by computer software and technical criteria are suggested 
acquired as a series of proposals for intervention from diagnosis obtained and following lines of acti
develops a suggestions box in order to reach an optimal state of energy use and subsequently, if desired, 
can be run partially or entirely within budget. 

On the last point of the study, the procedure to create a maintenance plan according to the st
building, which will be evident its condition and will be searchable in the future. 
use the software DicPla. 

FASE 0

-

diagnosis

FASE 1

• Recogida de 

datos

FASE 2

• Evaluación
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The objective of data collection (Phase 1) is to understand how our building, under what conditions and 

Once the data collection, we proceed to the evaluation (Phase 2). Energy demand is analyzed, systems 
and appliances that consume energy and represent this demand, conditions and routines uses and the 

In the evaluation of the thermal demand set the transmittance of building envelope from the help of the 
software of Energy Demand Limiting (LIDER) in checking the general method described tertiary 

score is made of energy consumption associated with CO2 
emissions generated. This is achieved with the software provides a certification CALENER energy. For 
the analysis of the lighting system the DIALUX be used to verify compliance with the values of en

After evaluation of the results obtained by computer software and technical criteria are suggested 
acquired as a series of proposals for intervention from diagnosis obtained and following lines of acti
develops a suggestions box in order to reach an optimal state of energy use and subsequently, if desired, 

On the last point of the study, the procedure to create a maintenance plan according to the state of the 
building, which will be evident its condition and will be searchable in the future. For this task you will 

 

Evaluación

FASE 3

• Diagnosis 

• Lineas de 

actuación

FASE 4 

• Propuestas 

de 

intervención
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der what conditions and 

Once the data collection, we proceed to the evaluation (Phase 2). Energy demand is analyzed, systems 
and appliances that consume energy and represent this demand, conditions and routines uses and the 

In the evaluation of the thermal demand set the transmittance of building envelope from the help of the 

score is made of energy consumption associated with CO2 
emissions generated. This is achieved with the software provides a certification CALENER energy. For 

of energy 

acquired as a series of proposals for intervention from diagnosis obtained and following lines of action. It 
develops a suggestions box in order to reach an optimal state of energy use and subsequently, if desired, 

ate of the 
For this task you will 
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1. PROJECT DEFINITION 

 
The project will consist of a brief report on the acoustics of the center and an extensive study of the 
thermal and lighting comfort. 

1.1. METHODOLOGY 

These studies are conducted with different methodologies, as their natures are also different. Anyway, it 
looks for ways which, although different analysis, there is a way to find a joint solution for comfort in 
the building. 

To obtain energy saving measures are necessary a number of special media and the collaboration of 
some agents at different levels. Thus, it is necessary to have the involvement and collaboration of 
different people from the center, such as the Director, Maintenance Manager, Staff and Students. 

This section describes the four phases of work necessary for the development of this project and the 
initial phase (Phase 0) of pre-diagnosis, which will help us set the stage work. 

 
PHASE 0: PRE-DIAGNÓSTICO  
 
 

Is the initial phase. It simply names and list building failures, and also includes the presentation, its 
location, geometry, historical data, building systems, presenting problems and objectives that are to 
come. 

Knowledge building holistically enables us to set goals and assess the feasibility of measures that may 
be proposed. Above all, it can analyze courses of action based on the information and the potential for 
improving the building. 

We assume that the pre-diagnosis stage is the definition and the information available about the center. 
Subsequently, the proper diagnosis will be the results, once the study with a detailed analysis after 
collection of all information. The study itself can lead to a complete energy audit. In the case of the 
School chosen, performing the pre-diagnosis according to available information: 

• Analysis of global consumption of the building 

• Analysis of environmental comfort in terms of building activity 

From the data collected will propose a series of guidelines for the purpose of energy rehabilitation. 

• Evaluation of thermal comfort 

• Evaluation of lighting comfort 

• Evaluation of acoustic comfort 

• Energy and resource evaluation 

 
 
 

 
PHASE 1: DATA RECORDING 

 
This is the first phase of the exercise and upon which the reliability of it and the success it will bring. To 
do this, you have to facilitate maximum accessibility to different parts and building data to obtain 
complete information of the building. 

Differentiate the "static information", which are those that never change, such as the structural 
characteristics or the building site, and the "dynamic data" which, conversely, is data that vary, such as 
the conditions or comfort of use thereof. It is this distinction because it is also necessary to differentiate 
the method of data collection for each of the types. 

This phase is for the study of the building in terms of their conservation status, and its way of 
functioning, as their consumption... 

For this reason, we distinguish architectural data that help us to understand how the building with respect 
to the environment, construction data, which provide information about how the building itself and what 
role the center plays the envelope in terms of consumption , data related to facilities that define the 
system cooling / heating, light quantity, zoning ... 

It is very important at this stage and to have better information, collect as much data as possible: Project 
Plans, constructive memory, sections, field testing, pictures ... 

Once we have the largest possible data volume, we proceed to improve its quality in order to be 100% 
reliable, from planes to digital format for simplicity, user surveys to underline possible cases of 
discomfort in some of the rooms ... 

The data resulting from this phase will be key to direct research of proposed energy improvement as they 
will serve to predict the lines of action to be followed, and the areas and / or facilities in which they have 
to put more effort into improve. Note that for these proposals developed from the energy audit, you need 
to be realistic and viable possibilities fit to get the most out of this exercise. 

 
PHASE 2: EVALUATION 
 

Then, the diagnosis is carried from the building collecting data from the previous phase, as already 
explained, must be as accurate as possible to ensure reliable documentation which support our analysis. 

These data are collected in order to conduct a study of the following: 

• The consumption of resources from monitoring counters. 

• The consumption of resources from the reading center bills. 

• Features and disposal of systems and devices power consumption and to meet the demand of air 
conditioning and lighting. 
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• Results of tests in-situ measuring devices (sound, light, thermometers ...) 

• If possible, also consider the conditions of operation of the center. 

With these data, we can construct a so-called index or significant values for the rating of the building. 

With all the data sorted, we proceed to the overall assessment of energy efficiency, by comparing our 
demand for building energy demand and consumption theoretical effective as possible watching the 
annual turnover. The analysis of what the building consumption allows us to assess the potential for 
improvement and savings when compared to the theoretical energy demand. Thus, the thermal 
transmittance and light quality are issues that should be evaluated by current regulations. 

With all this, it is also important to consider how to manage and maintain the systems of the building, 
as it can detect malfunctions in facilities and to determine the difference between the actual 
employment level and the degree of response energy demand systems. The valuation of these 
consumptions do not have to let go of the comfort of the users, it is important whether the building 
works effectively with respect to their energy needs, even more important, is whether it is efficient with 
respect to resources spend. 

With the significant values extracted from the data collection, data transformation is accomplished in 
different units and unified values and comparable with other similar buildings. It will be necessary to 
choose the most correct significant values in terms of the objectives that we want to get as there are too 
many types of indices for characterizing energy to buildings. 

In summary, this phase would correspond to making meaningful indices which are given from the 
mechanical task for collecting data for subsequent comparison with other reference indexes and define 
the starting stage and from which will be identified Building improvement opportunities. 

From this comparison and identification of possible improvements can start studying lines of action 
calls. 

 
PHASE 3: DIAGNOSIS 

 
Partial diagnoses are made in each of the areas analyzed in the building in order to recognize the same 
overall behavior and possibilities for improvement. Mostly we analyze the building envelope, energy 
systems are there in the use and management. This diagnosis is beginning to define where will the lines 
of action to improve service efficiency, energy use and resource consumption of the same, always 
taking into account both technical feasibility, and economic, and logistics. 

 

With the diagnosis are detected for improvement in each of the areas discussed although it is also 
possible to evaluate proposals based on the difficulty that involves its implementation and subsequent 
maintenance, among others. In case you can identify actions to improve both its building envelope and 
in the air conditioning system, and assuming that both involve similar energy savings, it is worth 

considering the investment required to implement each of them, and the choice of the best in the 
logistics. 

 

Therefore, we again emphasize that the degree of certainty of the diagnosis is directly influenced by the 
quality of information obtained in the data collection and the rigor with which it has developed the 
evaluation of results. 

 
PHASE 4: PROPOSED INTERVENTION 
 

Finally, deficiencies of the building down from the diagnosis and thus, it can begin to define actions to 
address them. The various proposals are to be grouped in so-called lines of action, which are determined 
by the data collection and evaluation of the building. These are defined as follows: 

• Actions related to the envelope: 

They are all related to walls facades, roofs, floors and interior partitions. The purpose of these actions is 
to decrease the transmittance and achieve the same degree of comfort using less energy to do so. 

• Actions related to systems and equipment: 

Are the different interventions that improve consumer appliances study center to be more efficient 
(HVAC equipment, lighting ...) 

• Actions related to the management of uses and functionality: 

They are aiming for maximum efficiency in the consumption of the different rooms depending on their 
use and the period in which they are used (hours, lights off ...) 

Each of the performances are valued on four main areas: the impact of each on the reduction of energy 
demand, the percentage of savings achieved by execution, the technical and economic feasibility and the 
implications for the comfort of users. 

Once identified improvement options and study center having assessed the technical feasibility, 
economic and logistics, we proceed to establish a number of properties in order that resources are spent 
in the most efficient way possible. 

In the first place, we want to capture the current state and the conditions of use of the College Jesus 
Maria Sant Andreu to evaluate compared to benchmarks. Then propose courses of action to see if it is 
possible to approach these parameters of comfort and energy savings. 

But first you have to make an "energy audit" to check for project failures, construction, use or 
maintenance of the school. 

The energy audit is a diagnostic process by which we can efficiently guide to correct the deficiencies 
identified in any building. Thus, this last phase of the process is to contain energy assessments that will 
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serve to define the actions to be undertaken and these will be translated into specific projects to be 
developed in the future and according to the managers of the building . 

But anyway, this project is not meant to be an energy audit, but a preliminary stage, one study followed 
the building chosen in order to detect both in-bound and in air conditioning systems, possible 
dysfunctions and to propose ways to combat them. 

 
1.2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK 

 
The aim of Directive 2002/91/EC is to promote building energy efficiency in the European Community, 
taking into account outdoor climatic conditions and local peculiarities, as well as indoor climate 
requirements and cost-effectiveness. 
 
This Directive establishes requirements in relation to: 
 
 The general framework for a methodology for calculating the integrated energy performance of 
buildings. 
 
• The application of minimum energy performance requirements for new buildings and large existing 
buildings that are objecting major renovations. 
 
• Energy certification of buildings. 
 
• Regular inspection of boilers and air conditioning systems of buildings, and assessment of the state of 
the heating boilers are more than 15 years. The transposition in the Spanish State of the objectives of 
Directive 2002/91/EC (which has recently been amended by Directive 2010/31/EU) has been carried 
out through a series of codes: 
 
• The Royal Decree 314/2006, of March 17, 2006, by which approves the Technical Building 
Code. The basic requirements set out in Articles 4, 5 and 6 of Directive 2002/91/EC joined the 
Technical Building Code in Basic Documents energy saving (DB-HE). 
 
• Royal Decree 1027/2007, of 20 July, by which approves the Regulation of thermal facilities to 
buildings. This Royal Decree repeals and replaces the 
Regulation of Thermal Installations in Buildings (RITE), approved by Royal Decree 1751/1998, of July 
31. 
 
• The Royal Decree 47/2007, of January 19, by which approves the new building energy 
certification. This Royal Decree establishes the basic procedure that must meet the methodology for 
calculating the energy efficiency rating with which to start the certification process, considering those 
factors that have impact on energy consumption. 
This rearrangement also has marked these objectives at the regional level of the Generalitat of 
Catalonia, where we find: 
 
• Decree 21/2006, of February 14, 2006, by which regulates the adoption of environmental and eco-
efficiency in buildings. 
 
From a policy perspective, this study was conducted taking into count * as provided in the Technical 
Building Code, DB-HE Energy saving (paragraph 1 "Limitation of energy demand", Section 3 "Energy 

efficiency lighting installations "), DB-HS Health (Section 2" Collection and disposal of waste ", Section 
3" Indoor Air Quality "), * RITE and Decree of eco-efficiency, in how aspects and special sections on 
demand thermal efficiency of internal systems and health conditions. 
In the thermographic study has also provided the UNE-EN 13187:1999, which gives us the procedures to 
follow. In much the issues concerning the acoustic adaptation has been accessed DB-HR protection 
against noise. By the processes of assessment techniques, reverberation time UNE-EN ISO 3382:2001 
and sound insulation, UNE-EN ISO 140-4:1999. 
Finally and the context of the crisis background, we have studied the recently approved Royal Decree 
233/2013, of April 5, by regulating the State Plan to promote rental housing, rehabilitation edificatoria, 
and regeneration and urban renewal, 2013-2016. 
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2. FASE 0: PREDIAGNÓSIS 
The pre-diagnosis phase, as discussed above, defines the starting point and the information we have 
before energy rehabilitation. 
The first point is to give a brief explanation of the building, citing its location, the climate of the area is 
exposed to the building and the most important interventions to those before it, just to establish a 
starting point in analysis. With all that you want to evaluate the whole problem, set the points for 
improvement and set goals to achieve. 
 
2.1. PRIOR DOCUMENTATION  
 
At Colegio Jesús María given us access to part of the building that serves as an educational center, we 
focus on this part and do not accede to the Community, which is used by the Community Housing. 
 
In the study center allows great accessibility to the data listed below. 
 
The Director of the center, Montserrat Durán, gave us free to ask about the school project (Memory, 
plans, schedules ...). We are accredited shooting and possession of invoices that the center had received 
in the period of 2012. 
 
We were given a set of plans from the center but were not all present because some reforms had been 
made as far as distributions are concerned. It was decided, therefore, that we had to pass the computer-
based plans to work more properly and update the building so as to bring it is today. From these 
modified plans are spelling everything you need to explain through graphic support. 
 
The shots were given had no information on the envelope of the center as they were, only surfaces and 
distribution. Thus, wonder at City Hall, where we are not provided any information. In Barcelona 
Contemporary Archive gave us access to building permits and a short specification that does not 
include technical data referring to the facades or any of the building's systems. This memory contains 
even so regulations are complied with for the project which was within the required CTE. 
 
It is also recommended to go to the Municipal Archives of Sant Andreu district, because he was a draft 
local domestic reforms energetically unimportant. There, in the same mail that came to us to 
communicate the presence of the project in the file, we inform you that in the Technical Services 
District were few restoration projects roofs, walls and patios. The first two were interesting for our 
project. 
 
With the help of Professor Juan Luis Sanchez technology, we could see and comment on areas of the 
College Jesus Mary, paying special attention to the type of systems that participate in it. He made a 
second visit to clarify things generally were left unchecked since the size of the building makes it 
difficult to look at the details and achieve a data collection as correct as possible. 
The center does not have Data Sheets devices that are made to serve, so we had to look at catalogs, 
since in many cases the make and model may be on the device for consumption as close to reality as 
possible . The objective of this inventory is checking scope for improvement by replacing consumption. 
 
During this study has given us confidence to enter and analyze classroom and making data using 
devices provided by the EPSEB. The data provided by the school helped to inventory and to modify the 
plans that we had delivered. With the information of the facades and roofs of Technical Services, could 
be performed and Lider Calener provided to the audit. And with the licensing and Contemporary 
Archive project can make a summary as has been the passage of time in this Center. 
 

2.2. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
 
2.2.1. History Sant Andreu district 
 
The district of Sant Andreu is the ninth of the ten districts of Barcelona, with an area of 656.5 hectares 
and a population of 147 538 inhabitants (2009). It was one of the independent municipalities of 
Barcelona plan, the core was present district of Sant Andreu de Palomar, which gave the town its name. 
In addition to the districts of Sant Andreu, also belonged to the old neighborhoods of the current 
municipality Nou Barris district. 
 
It is located north of the city, is limited by the Besòs river that makes the border between Barcelona and 
neighboring villages: Sant Adrià de Besòs Santa Coloma de Gramenet, and districts Barcelona: Nou 
Barris and Sant Horta-Guinardó Marti. 
 
The configuration of this district dates back to 1984, when the city of Barcelona approved the current 
territorial division in 10 districts. Following this division, the Sant Andreu district regained Trinitat Vella 
neighborhoods and Congress. 
 
The April 20, 1897 the Queen Regent of Spain signed a decree that annexed Aggregation Sant Andreu de 
Palomar and many other peoples of the Pla de Barcelona (Gràcia, Sants, Les Corts, Horta, St. Martin, 
and later Sant Gervasi Sarria) to the growing metropolis. Then the old municipality was quartered and 
distributed among the districts of Horta-Guinardó, Sant Martí, Nou Barris and Sant Andreu same, while 
it received parts of the old town of Sant Martí de Provensals, namely the present district of La Sagrera . 
 
During the Spanish Civil War was collectivization and control of numerous companies, alleged reprisals 
against Franco. There was also a name change: Sant Andreu de Palomar is now called, by the republican 
forces, Palomar Harmony. 
 
After the war, he returned to his traditional name hispanicized. The exiled santandreuencs not then 
suffered retaliation of the Franco regime. 
 
The old factory truck and bus Pegasus (formerly Hispano-Suiza) was installed in the district of Sant 
Andreu. Today, that factory grounds are occupied by the Park Pegasus. 
 
 
2.2.2. History of the Congregation of Sisters of Jesus and Mary 
 
Claudine Thevenet born in Lyon on March 30, 1774. After living the hard experiences of the French 
Revolution and the execution of two of his brothers, he realizes that what the world needs, urgently, is to 
discover the existence of a good God who wants men unconditionally. That is your personal experience 
and the legacy that he left his two brothers before he died: "Forgive us as we are forgiven." This moment 
marks a decisive direction to his life. He's 19. Already before 
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After the war, begins a clandestine ministry, defending, along with other young 
people, faith in Christ and his gospel. Do not leave indifferent neither the words 
of his brothers. 
 
 
Claudine answer calls that come to these needs. Spend all your interest to 
children and young people living in abandoned and religious ignorance. One 
day, home to two orphans abandoned on the porch of the Parish of Saint 
NIZIER. 
 
 

At that time, with the collaboration of young fellow, a first born will be 
named Providence Providence Sacred Heart, we are at the end of 1815. 
The night of 5 to October 6, 1818, Claudia leaves her elderly mother to 
settle in a humble house, sparsely furnished. With a worker, an orphan 
and a loom silk, Claudine just founded the Congregation of the Religious 
of Jesus and Mary "I seemed to have embarked on a crazy business with 
no guarantee of success." 

 
 
And the work develops and grows under the direction of Claudine. Its 
main objective is the education of children and young people, with a clear 
preference for the poor. His teaching is based on love, kindness, attention 
to each person and the family spirit. On February 3, 1837, a Friday, at 
three in the afternoon, died at the home of Fourvière. Claudine had lived 
the experience of God, has given himself totally to Him His last words: 
"How good God" indicate the mood of this great woman that was guided 
by the Holy Spirit. 
 
The congregation of the Sisters of Jesus and Mary, faithful to the spirit of its founder St.. Claudine 
Thevenet, is dedicated to the education of children and youth. 
 
 
 
Jesus Maria, since 1850 when started his mission in Spain, seek to live and transmit the educational 
style of its origins responding to changes in society. 
 
• It offers a Christian education to all families who choose our centers. 
 
• Promotes a school rooted in the culture of our time and our country, attentive to the social reality of 
our environment. 
 
• Education: 
 
• Taking into account each person. 
 
• Open to the world and human realities. 
 
• In reference to the Gospel. 
 

• It constitutes educational community and tries to create an atmosphere in their family centers and 
teamwork. 
 
Opt for public funding, without sacrificing the quality of education. 
 
The Center is an educational community shaped by all who share the educational project: 
 
Entity headline the Congregation of the Religious of Jesus and Mary is responsible for the management, 
operation of facilities management to society, the administration and the educational community. 
 
The students: are the protagonists of their training and educational community center. 
 
   The Faculty: are responsible for the teaching and learning of the various areas and actively participate 
in the implementation of the educational project. 
 
   Parents or Guardians are primarily responsible for the education of their children. They must know the 
type of education offered at this center. 
 
We attach importance to the relationship and coordination between family and school by maintaining 
frequent contact and warmth. 
 
Administrative and service staff and partners: participating in educational work center performing 
various tasks. 
 
2.2.3. Constructive Evolution Jesus Maria Sant Andreu 
 
We found the first documents of the center in 1976. The optional steering assume March 26: Augustine 
and Carlos Borrel and Juan José Espinosa as project architects, and Carlos Pascual of Pobil Cabrera, 
Felix Perez and Jose Angel Asensio Anechaga Martinez as surveyors. The Major Works license dates 
from April 6, 1976 and consists of a period of 20 months to carry out a basement of 2517.28 m2, a 
ground floor of 2235.52 m2, first and second floors of 1435.84 m2 each, 1.050 m2 third floor and fourth 
floor of 71.28 m2, for a total of 10,746.16 m2. 
 
The center is located between the C / Socrates, the C / Concepcion Arenal, Paseo de Fabra i Puig and 
Barcelona Meridiana Avenue. Building was constructed unidirectional and structure of columns and 
beams. The project consists of the following elements and plant distribution: 
 
A basement courtyard open to the apple that is not built to be earmarked for playground and sports. In 
this plant, there is the kitchen and its appendages, dining, sports locker rooms and auditorium-gym with 
direct access from the Paseo de Fabra i Puig. 
 
A ground floor in which there is access to goods, classrooms for kindergarten and first levels of GBS as 
well as the main entrance and offices of the administration, management, medical services, etc.. The 
remaining porch shaped plan is intended to playground. 
  



 

On the first floor are located the other levels of GBS, with its annexes and oratorio laboratories.
 
On the second floor, houses the classrooms and laboratories of BUP and Professional.
 
On the third floor, and a small community residence, 
 
The vertical communications are solved with a staircase inside, and one service elevator interior, plus 
three external staircases that connect the galleries all floors.
 
No known changes Jesús María school name o
city and held a series of town-planning rules and respected at the time.
 
Throughout history we have collected information about 4 interventions in regard to the building:
 
In the first, dated September 1999, there was a local internal reform which distributions were changed 
to more logical partitions sharing classrooms. This came right to distribute cycles to pre
primary and secondary school later on different floors.
 
In 2002 it became a comprehensive restoration of the facades. The objective of this achievement and 
the building's heating system. The inclusion of rock wool in the exterior walls to make the walls more 
efficient elements with respect to consumption. This also improved the
Today the walls of the Jesus Maria are about 30cm thickness and denote the presence of an insulator 
and an air chamber inside. 
 
In 2008, documents an intervention in the courtyards. The goal, improving the status of your service
due to worn finish for 30 years.
 
In 2010 he made an intervention on the deck and roof. The cause behind this intervention is the wear 
and degradation of the same by the passage of time and exposure to the elements. It inspects the 
condition of the insulation and replacing sections too degraded.
 
Finally, note that, among these general interventions, have been doing other more local. One of them is 
the recent redistribution of some of the classrooms on the fourth floor and changing the access door to 
the chapel on the third floor. 
 
 
2.3. SITUATION AND LOCATION
 
2.3.1 Geographic location and weather
 
The Center is located in the region of El BarcelonÃ, in the district of Sant Andreu de Barcelona. The 
city of Barcelona is the capital of the region of El Barce
town so this connected to other cities of the Mediterranean thanks to its port. Post your situation, 
extension and communication with other cities and towns is considered one of the most economically 
important cities of Spain. 
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and degradation of the same by the passage of time and exposure to the elements. It inspects the 
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Barcelona Sant Andreu District
Meridiana Avenue 396
 
Barcelona has a Mediterranean climate, characterized by mild winters and summers get hot and dry, with 
maximum values 
 
City temperatures are always maintained a few degrees above the average temperature of other adjacent 
areas not so densely built, due to the effect known as hot spot, which increases the temperature of the 
cities on the high energy consumption that just be
rooftops, which act as solar collectors. Frost occurs rarely in town, rarely below 0 ° C in the center, 
however, on the outskirts of the city and particularly in the channels of the Besòs and Llobregat 
Tibidabo same frosts are more frequent is because of the investment frost during the long nights of 
winter because of the cold advection from the north and northeast than occasional plunging temperature 
during cold spells.
 
The maximum rainfall of late 
drop, which can reach 80 or leave rainfall of 100 liters per square meter in just a couple of hours. 
Temperatures are warm in summer and mild winter, with little diurnal amplitude. 
temperature recorded in the city was 39.3 ° C, 
 

Barcelona Sant Andreu District 
Meridiana Avenue 396-400 

Barcelona has a Mediterranean climate, characterized by mild winters and summers get hot and dry, with 
maximum values of rainfall in spring and autumn. 

City temperatures are always maintained a few degrees above the average temperature of other adjacent 
areas not so densely built, due to the effect known as hot spot, which increases the temperature of the 
cities on the high energy consumption that just becoming heat, and the heat reverberated by asphalt and 
rooftops, which act as solar collectors. Frost occurs rarely in town, rarely below 0 ° C in the center, 
however, on the outskirts of the city and particularly in the channels of the Besòs and Llobregat 
Tibidabo same frosts are more frequent is because of the investment frost during the long nights of 
winter because of the cold advection from the north and northeast than occasional plunging temperature 
during cold spells. 

The maximum rainfall of late summer and early fall is often caused by the phenomenon known as cold 
drop, which can reach 80 or leave rainfall of 100 liters per square meter in just a couple of hours. 
Temperatures are warm in summer and mild winter, with little diurnal amplitude. 
temperature recorded in the city was 39.3 ° C,  
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27th  August 2010 in the city center and 39.8 ° C at the Fabra Observatory, situated on the Tibidabo, on 
July 5, 1982. The lowest recorded temperature is -10 ° C at the Fabra Observatory, on February 11, 
1956. 
 
No snow usually occur in the city, but within the scope of Mediterranean cities can say that is the most 
welcome phenomenon. 

  
 
2.3.2. Building data 
 

The building was constructed in 1976, and is located on Avenida Meridiana No. 396-400, with ZIP 
code 08030. 
The center opening hours are Monday to Friday from 8:00 to 17:00. The education that is implanted 
ranging from pre-school through high school. That's about 15 years of life for students entering the 
most basic course and finish high school without repeating any course. 
In total we found 15 courses divided into: 
• Pre-school 
Three education courses before entering primary school. 
The classrooms for younger users are the Ground Floor. 
 
• Primary 
6 Compulsory Primary Education courses divided into two courses of low cycle, two intermediate and 
two other high cycle. 
The classrooms that use elementary students are the 1st floor. 
 
• Secondary 
Four courses of Secondary Education. 
Classes are taught in classrooms in the 2nd floor. 
 
• Bachelor 
All Baccalaureate is given on the 3rd floor of the center. It can take four forms of secondary education 
at the Jesus Maria. Each consists of two courses: 
Bachelor of Science-Technology 
Scientific-Technical School 
Bachelor of Social Sciences 
Humanistic School 
The occupation of the center varies each year according to the students enrolled and those who leave 
the center. In Annex A we see the occupation of students in classrooms graphically and the number of 
enrollments in 2011. 
 
 
2.3.3. Urban planning 
 
The school urban planning we obtain by studying the project executive and largest building permit 
obtained both Barcelona Contemporary Archive. 
 
The farm is located in the Old Town area of Sant Andreu between Avenida Meridiana, Fabra i Puig 
street, Calle Concepcion Arenal and Calle Socrates. It has a length of 127.90 m and 43.5 m Avenue at 
Paseo. 

The 1953 regional plan, provided that the maximum height was 27.45 m Building in Avenida Meridiana 
and 24.40 m in the Paseo Fabra i Puig and building depth was 21.50 m. 
 
The General Urban Plan and Territory Barcelona chamber, initially approved by the CU, in session 
placed the farm 03/29/1974 7 system with a rating of area of equipment. This Plan also both properties 
should have the building (height between floors, distance to neighboring buildings, ...) as buildable, and 
other mandatory premises. 
 
 
2.4. INITIAL EVALUATION 
 
At first, we say that it is a large building. It is of such magnitude that has 4 expansion joints 
perpendicular to its longitudinal axis and perpendicular to the cross. This center has not undergone major 
reforms, so that the building systems are very homogeneous from the foundation, structure, envelope and 
interior walls. There is some variation with respect to the latter, as well as windows and doors due to 
minor alterations being made to improve accessibility for users. 
As far as consumption is concerned, we can talk about use of electricity, gas and water. As mentioned 
above, it is a large school and academic achievement expected at a glance a large volume of machinery. 
Not only the volume is taken into account but also its power, efficiency and innovation as to facilitate 
student learning center. Numerous computers and various machines in the laboratories of physics, 
chemistry, technology ... to service users and monitored daily by various teachers. 
Probably not in the sense that they should save energy. The machines designed for student learning is not 
appropriate touch since it alters the quality of teaching, the proposed energy improvement from a first 
point of view, surely come HVAC system, surround holes in front, on and off times Light ... 
 
 
2.5. OBJECTIVES 
 
The objectives of this final degree work is to understand the operation of this building and its behavior in 
different seasons, and to identify their weaknesses to address them in the most energy efficient and 
achieve the highest energy rating possible. 
To this end, information searches were performed both at the Centre, with staff interviews that it works, 
as in the city, as in the archives of the District, where historical data have been obtained and 
conservation. In addition, with the help of measuring instruments provided by the EPSEB, data are 
collected on the operation of the center and stays working state of its facilities. At this point you can go 
which will intuiting improvement proposals that will be presented at the end of work. 
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3. FASE 1: RECORDING DATA 
 

Once the school prediagonsis proceed to make the collection of school data that consist of static data 
obtained from the school as the composition of the components, facilities ... as is done for the school 
and also collect the dynamic data that will help us show us the behavior of users regarding construction. 
 
3.1 STATIC DATA 
 
 
3.1.1. architecture 
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The architectural data allow us to make the first approach to building, know, know of its evolution and 
reforms that have been made during its history, all with the purpose of knowing the formal, orientation, 
location and, ultimately, how it integrates and works with its surroundings. 
 
The Jesus and Mary College at the corner of Avenida Meridiana Paseo Fabra i Puig, is a building of 33, 
who has undergone several reforms discussed above. Located on a plot of 4,900 m2 (according to the 
building permit greater), with an occupancy rate of 53.72% (2.632m2). In Figure 1 are shown beneath 
the planes to better understand the construction of the building and its architecture. 
This building has a total of 10.746m2 built and 22.36m Maximum height measured from level 0.0, 
located at Avenida Meridiana. They are distributed in a basement of 2.434m2, 2.404m2 ground floor, 
two floors of 2,404 plants and a plant covered with 1.019m2. With the following elements and plant 
distribution: 
 

• A basement is not really a basement but a ground floor walk up to the Fabra i Puig due to 

elevation change that ride over Meridiana Avenue. This opened the inner courtyard of the 

block, which is not intended to be built by playground and sports. On this floor is the kitchen, 

dining, sports apparel, conference and function room with direct access from the Paseo Fabra i 

Puig. 

• A ground floor in which there is access to goods, kindergarten classrooms, library, exit doors 

preschoolers, administrative offices and a covered porch area intended for games. This plant is 

the main entrance to the building that has the number 311 Avenida Meridiana. 

•  In the first silver lie the primary classes, lab, music room and chapel. 

•  The second floor houses the classrooms and laboratories of the ESO, technology workshops, 

an art classroom, and computer rooms. 

•  On the third floor, as well as the residence of a religious community owns the center, are 

located Baccalaureate classrooms, workshop drawing and two playgrounds. 

 
Then key aspects described architectural composition contact the walls outside: 

• Exterior facades, (West facade Picture 5): give access to the interior hallways and offices: 

  This is located at Meridian Avenue and has been since opening the front of main entrance to the 
school. 
This facade as seen in the image, is constructed in brick with four ground floor access to the  Avenida 
Meridiana, two for output Preschool students a gateway to the goods and the front door  giving access 
to lobby. 
The overtures of the north façade are composed of a wooden part to the height of 1m and then  glazing 
it reaches to the ceiling. These openings are the same on the south facade. 
 
Or South facade (Picture 6 South facade): situated along the Paseo Fabra i Puig, has access located in 
the basement, which opens onto a lobby with direct access to the conference hall and a  staircase that 
goes to the porch downstairs. This access is used as input and output for elementary students.  
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7. MAINTENANCE PLAN 
 
7.1 Maintenance plan to establish in the center 
 

Through enterprises 

 
• Cleaning system and waste collection 
The cleanliness of the facility can be accomplished with a subcontractor. To access this 

subcontracting is done in a public tender that are accepted all requests issued by those companies that 
are in possession of an ISO (quality certificate) and then a choice is made from the company that best 
mold to the needs and conditions of the center. 

 
The contract will begin being performed annually, you can extend the years that is if both parties 

agree. Every four years, mandatory, public competition takes center maintenance. This contract must 
contain all relevant regulatory requirements that the Public Administration requires. 

 
Is require also written commitment selective collection of waste produced by the school. 
 
Also, this has a contract medical waste collection that may arise in the practical activities undertaken 

in different laboratories. These contracts have been signed with a company specialized (for example, 
Ambitec SL), approved and under the control of the Directorate General of Public Health, Department 
of Health and Social Security General of Catalonia. The contract is annual (calendar year) and is 
renewable for the same period of time. 

Center will have special containers for the collection of these types of waste and is the responsibility 
of the Head of Household and faculty practices notice to the collection company, while tracking done 
by the administrator using the corresponding entries in the logbook sanitary waste control. 

 
• System installations 
 
In relation to electrical, water and air are hired outside companies that have the approval and 

accreditations to certify officially tracking repairs and you may need the center. 
 

Creation of the maintenance of the center 
 
The center maintenance committee is formed by a number of teachers with technical mentoring, 

family coordinator and administrator cycle. 
This committee is responsible for tutoring students to perform minor repairs that are done in the 

center. When they occur, data will be collected breakdowns, prioritizing and proceed to repair. In the 
unlikely event that you can’t perform this repair, you will know the Administrator and jointly planned 
interventions external parties (companies). 

 
• Computer Maintenance 
 
The commission consists of computer maintenance computer coordinator (which may be the same as 

the administrator of the Commission or you can choose the best user for this field) and teachers who 
make use of the computer rooms. There will be a collaboration agreement with maintenance companies 
serving at the center. In the event that the agreement is completed and repairs are required, the teachers 
responsible together with the coordinator choose the company responsible for doing it, or, the student 
or teacher who is trained or have the means to carry it out. 

• Maintenance of electrical installations and other 
 
This maintenance fee consists of a provider chosen by users, maintaining the workshops will be your 

responsibility. In case it is needed a major repair to what this can do is choose a company with sufficient 
means to take charge. The choice of the company will be discussed between the manager of this field and 
the General Commission. 

 
Maintenance standards in the classroom 

 
• Check and report malfunctions that have occurred in the classroom on the bulletin board in the Staff 

room. 
• Leave the tables and chairs arranged. Each student is advised always occupy the same place. 
• Clear the board before leaving the classroom. 
• Turn off lights when leaving the room. 
• The teacher / to do the last hour of class should close the windows before leaving. For that we need to 

know if in the same classroom will later class which is giving. 
• At the end of class time should be locked classroom (even if you have to use the next hour). 
• You can’t change the furniture between classrooms. Should any changes need to be communicated to 

concierge. 
• No eating in class. 
• Return the key of the room on the counter for the teachers room or Concierge. 
• Curtains, screens, audiovisual equipment, etc.. only teachers can manipulate there in the classroom at 

that time. 
 
7.2. Maintenance for Jesus Maria 
 
For facility maintenance management, planning and control of it, the tool has been created BUILDING 

BOOK by software DicPla. The program will facilitate the tasks in the center including the following 
highlights: 

 
• Structures 
• Facades 
• Partitions 
• Facilities 
• Insulation and waterproofing 
• Covers 
• Coatings 
• Signage and equipment 
 
At these points, there is a description of the elements that make up the envelope, systems and services 

that includes school. They set out a series of guidelines, and also defines the maintenance intervals, 
picking the person to whom falls the task at hand. 

The book building is contained in Annex E, created for this section.  
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8. ACOUSTIC CONDITIONING 
 

To finish the job, this last section aims to give an idea of what sound, noise and become aware of the 
rules of protection against noise in buildings. 

For the analysis and preparation of a draft noise protection of any building must take into account the 
acoustic environment of the building, the interior features, orientation and type of the facades and 
interior partitions. 

 
The legislation establishes basic requirements for protection against noise is the "Basic Document HR 

- Protection against noise". Its scope is the same as the CTE, but there are exclusions noisy enclosures, 
which shall be governed by specific regulations, campuses and public buildings and for shows, 
conference rooms and classrooms with a volume greater than 350m3, and the expansion works, 
modification, alteration or rehabilitation of existing buildings, unless in the case of comprehensive 
rehabilitation. This includes all construction works of new construction, the extension works, 
renovation or rehabilitation carried out in existing buildings, provided that such works are consistent 
with the intervention. 

 
The objectives and basic requirements of noise protection are set out in Article 14 of Part 1 of CTE, 

which reads as follows: 
 
"The objective of the basic requirement" Protection against noise "is to limit, inside buildings and 

under normal conditions of use, the risk of discomfort or illness can produce noise to users as a result of 
the characteristics of the project, construction, use and maintenance. 

 
To meet this objective, the buildings are designed, constructed and maintained so that the building 

blocks that make up their premises have adequate acoustic characteristics to reduce the transmission of 
airborne sound, impact noise and noise and vibration of the facilities the building and to limit noise 
reverberant enclosures. 

Basic Document "DB HR Protection against noise" parameter specifies objectives and compliance 
verification systems ensure the satisfaction of basic needs and overcoming minimum quality levels 
characteristic of the requirement of protection against noise. " 

 
To meet the basic requirements laid down in Article 14 of this Code should meet a number of 

conditions, taking into account that these conditions apply to fully finished building elements. THE HR 
DB characterizes and quantifies the demands from the acoustic insulation and acoustic conditioning, 
noise and vibration of the facilities. The insulation requirements of this project are applied to buildings 
used for teaching. 

 
The first step is to know the value of the noise index day, Ld, in the area of Sant Andreu district where 

the center is located. In consultation with the competent authorities of Barcelona, I have reported that 
strategic noise maps are confidential and incomplete. Noise law requires the administration to prepare 
noise maps major roads with traffic of more than three million vehicles a year, major railways which 
has more than 30,000 trains a year, major civil airports with more than 50,000 movements a year, and 
urban agglomerations of more than 100,000 inhabitants. Barcelona whatever with a noise map and if 
you look at the location of the center we see that the noise index is between 70 and 75 dBA. 

 
Then proceed to zoning soundproofing requirements, pursuant to HR DB 2.1. The acoustic limit 

values can be grouped into three types depending on the source of the noise: 
• Interior noise: air and noise impacts from building venues. 
• Noise from the outside: only apply to protected enclosures. 

• Noise from other buildings: only apply to protected premises and homes adjacent to another building 
(in contact with a dividing) 

 
It is therefore necessary to identify the use or uses of the building and proceed to the zoning of the 

building to determine the required values. The noise insulation requirements within established between 
a unit of Use and any other building enclosure that does not belong to this unit use and between habitable 
enclosures and enclosures protected or activity or facilities. The demands of outside noise isolation 
established between a protected and abroad. The isolation requirements between buildings established 
between adjacent habitable rooms shielded and other buildings. A unit of use is a part of a building that 
is intended for a specific use and that users are linked together, either as part of the same family unit, 
company, corporation, or part of a group that performs the same activity. 

 
The HR DB classifies the building enclosures: 
• No habitable: not intended for permanent use people. 
• Living: intended for permanent use people. 
• Protected: the houses that should have the best acoustics. 
• In facilities: equipment containing building community facilities. 
• From and noisy activities: which performs a different activity with average sound pressure level, A> 

70dB. 
 
Once zoned the building and can determine the limits of confinement for airborne noise and impact, 

required between different enclosures. 
 
As for the values of the demands of airborne sound insulation between adjacent enclosures would be 

the case of vertical separation elements between a door or window of a unit complex Use and any other 
building enclosure that does not belong to the same unit and non-use facilities or activities; elements 
vertical separation between habitable enclosure doors and activities; enclosure walls and elevator 
interiors. However, on the demands of impact sound insulation between enclosures of a unit of use, these 
are the receptors. Must have a sound insulation and noise protection outdoor enclosures. The demands of 
impact noise transmission between enclosures apply superimposed vertically adjacent enclosures and 
enclosures with a common horizontal edge. The most effective way to isolate the impact noise is to act 
on the slab, using floating land. Finally, the demands of outdoor sound insulation affect close contact 
with the outside, walls, roofs and floors in contact with the outside, and only apply to protected 
enclosures of the building. As an important fact to know would be to have the noise index day. 

 
In HB DB acoustic set that should limit certain precincts reverberant noise from two parts: 
• Sound absorption of common areas (hallways, lobbies, stairs ...). Identifying areas only necessary in 

order to meet the requirements of sound absorption. 
• The maximum reverberation time of classrooms and conference rooms of volume less than or equal to 

350 m3, canteens and restaurants. In the conditioning is necessary to know the values of the sound 
absorption coefficient of finishes and sound absorption area of objects. 

 
Next, as to the noise and vibration of facilities, DB-HR objective is to limit the noise and vibration of 

the equipment, and to limit noise and vibration through fasteners or contact points. It is for this reason 
that the HR DB is noise and vibration from construction and from the choice of equipment and facility 
design. 

 
The HR DB gives a series of General Assembly rules, designed to prevent the transmission of noise and 

vibration from building facilities. These rules are divided into mounting conditions of stationary noise 
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generating equipment such as generators, burners and boilers, and condition of the pipes and equipment 
such as water systems and air conditioning. 

 
Moreover, the CTE of sanitary paper, HS DB also include requirements on vibration isolation, 

structural noise transmission vent or be taken into account. 
 
For measurements to be performed in situ to check the requirements of airborne sound insulation, 

acoustic insulation and impact sound reverberation time limitation will be performed in laboratories 
accredited under the UNE EN ISO 140-4 and UNE EN ISO 140-5 for airborne noise, the UNE EN ISO 
140-7 for noise impacts and UNE EN ISO 3382 by the reverberation time. The overall assessment of 
the results of isolation measures shall be based on the definitions of standardized level difference for 
each type of noise as defined in Annex H of HR DB. Compliance with the requirements of this DB 
allowed tolerances between the values obtained by in situ measurements and values 3 dBA limits 
required for airborne sound insulation of 3 dB for impact sound insulation and 0.1 s for reverberation 
time. 

 
Finally, the HR DB mention the maintenance and conservation. According to this, the buildings must 

be maintained to keep their premises initially required conditions. When a building is performing any 
repair, modification or replacement of materials or products that make up its constructive elements, 
they must be of materials or products of similar properties, and in such a way as not to affect the 
acoustic characteristics of the room. 

 
Keep in mind that changing the interior layout of a unit of use, such as the removal or displacement of 

walls, substantially modifies the acoustic conditions of use unit. 
 
Analyzing the Colegio Jesus Maria, it is a teaching-use building and a protected enclosure units and 

classrooms and conference rooms. 
 
As already mentioned, the competent authorities of Barcelona, we facilitated the strategic noise map. 

The center is surrounded by streets not too busy but that two of its facades no direct contact with Av 
Meridana and Fabra i Puig, two streets with high traffic in the center of a large city like Barcelona. It 
would therefore be necessary to have an external sound insulation to improve the center's study. Also, it 
should only be done on the front, but also on the walls facing the courtyard and recess schedules that 
are not the same for all courses and the high number of students makes a lot of noise is generated. 

 
Regarding sound insulation to limit the reverberation time inside the classroom, this will be greater 

the larger the space, the less absorbent than the boundary surfaces and contents. In most of the 
classrooms are furniture which helps absorb sound reverberation time decreasing. The false ceiling 
grids are also a measure to be considered, although in the center, where the lights and other facilities 
are located directly on the roofs would cost too high to consider it. The curtains we have in the 
classroom are helpful visual. It could be proposed in the future placement of acoustic curtains 
adjustable slats composed other classrooms. 

 
And guarantee increased absorbing surface charge of regulating wave reverberations, also allow us to 

give a flexible light control the spaces in adapting to the conditions of use that often requires the 
student. Moreover thanks to the blades may continue to have natural ventilation and at the same time be 
protected from solar radiation in the months of excessive heat and light. The efficiency of these curtains 
showing only have the disadvantage of its high price, but today you can find catalogs with more and 
less value.  
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9. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

At the beginning of the project, the school saw Jesus Maria too large to study in its entirety. Having 
notions of what their performance, managing energy resources, these resources are few ... A building 
that is impressive when you have to work on it, however, is not to study it. As technicians are a great 
challenge to carry out a study that has as its protagonist a building as prominent district of Sant Andreu. 

 
Because of its size, the data collection process was a little thick, as are guided tours allowed us to go 

asking questions (the fact of being two, helped a lot in this aspect), but always you skip a lot of 
information, or While information is captured at the beginning of the visit and that was very clear in the 
end and it was not much. Instead, all requests for data that did, were answered almost immediately by 
the school administration, which completely appreciate. 

 
Once data collection is complete, we found that the walls of the middle operating properly. The 

critical for interior comfort were the windows that due to the woodwork and wear over time for 
exercise as a point of thermal break and cause the system to have a higher demand for these conditions 
of comfort. In fact, the school has heating but no air conditioning (except for the computer room is 
overheated due to the operation of the towers) and get that summer is at a temperature strawberry inside 
due to cross ventilation which is achieved by the distribution and large vent area on the facades. 

 
To improve natural gas demand center you choose not to intervene in the facade, since due the size of 

the building, work would become too expensive and too difficult to repay, any more than replace the 
boiler, since the purchase of a new and cost of implementing this substitution would also entail too 
high. Instead they opted for a proposal that, in fact, had already been considered by the school 
administration. Sealing the openings representing more energy loss. 

 
As improvements in the water system is concerned, it was decided to carry out a couple of reforms 

whose initial investment is somewhat high for the time it runs, but gives results in a short time due to its 
high level of efficiency. Both toilets and high-efficiency faucets represent an important step towards a 
building with less demand. 

 
Finally, in order to reduce electricity demand, we have opted for the replacement of fluorescent, 

because this 100% tested (also shown in the Environmental Impact DAC) to lose money by not using 
equipment that optimize energy, and also the placement of detectors in common areas such as hallways 
step or basins (the latter already placed in the EPSEB) in buildings as large and with such intensity of 
use, decrease spending and behave comfort not depend switches. 

 
In addition to the proposed intervention, the project contains recommendations as purchasing high 

efficiency electronics that offer the same benefits but with less energy demand. It is not a viable 
proposition replacement of equipment because they are many and this would entail a cost too high. 
However, "green purchasing" is what you do when you buy efficient appliances. 

 
It also makes mention of the importance of maintenance, since the preservation of the elements, is 

central to the proper conduct of their duties. You need to set this work in an organized way to keep 
track of everything that happens with every part of the building. It is also important to control each 
reform, rehabilitation or any work being done. Especially in facilities or places where, at first glance, it 
is perceived that an intervention has been implemented. 

 

Finally, we review a general way what is noise and what it means for a school building. We review a 
few proposals to encourage insulation and sound absorption. The aim of these two features is to not let 
the outside noise from entering the interior of the center and to make the spaces are free of reverb. 

 
Finally the concluding section, we expect Jesus Maria users can use this study to benefit in terms of 

comfort, performance and energy efficiency. Similarly, sustainable recommend purchasing teams and 
promoting teacher awareness of all users not to waste energy resources in order to become a green school 
and, as far as possible, concerned to respect the environment. 
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